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Protect the nuts 3

Games Similar to Defend Your Nuts 3 Shooting Game Previous available version(s) defend your nuts 3: Defend your nutsControl brave squirrel. It is his duty to protect the nuts of any cost. Start by using a simple bow and be sure to assemble a mysterious bag so you can unlock a new weapon. Defend your 2Ask nuts to your fellow warriors for help. No
matter what, you must defend your territory by defeating a horde of ferocious monsters. Fear is not for you being allowed to use your magic weapon. Available soon: Defend your nuts 4 Other games in the same genre, How to Protect Your Nuts 3: Defend Your Nuts Defend Your Nuts 2 Dead Zed 2 Storm Ops Dead Zed Storm Ops 4 Last Line of Defense:
First Wave Storm Ops 3 Weapon Guard Desert Castle Rifles 2 Lone Ops 13 Days After Palisades Guardian 4: Revolution Siege Troy Combat Gear 3 Storm House Assault 3 Last Line Defense : Second Wave Battlefield Escape 2 Warzone Getaway 3 Storm Ops 2: Desert Storm Dark Base Defense: Rebooted Warzone Getaway 2 Last Stand: Union City CS
Zombie Battle Marine Assault Fishing Island Defense 13 Days in Hell Desert Rifles Prison Sniper Brave Soldier No Escape Palisade Guardian 2 Hazyl Zombies Take Down Palisades Guardian 3 Siege Troy 2 Defend or Die Peas Vs Zombie Palisade : Save the Christmas Tower Head Last Stand 2 Desert Defender 2 Battlefield Escape Gunball: Emperors
Revenge Gunball: Arena Speedboat Shooting Zombudoy 3: Pirates Army Attack Last Stand Assault House 2 Border Defense Gunball: Rebooted Recommended Hero44 Siege Games,, 844 plays Monster Island35,782 plays Bloons 2129,869 plays Toss the Turtle100,173 plays Big Evil Robots38,884 plays Defend your nuts super fun fruit soldier defense
game. Do you want my nuts? Just try to get them! Mr. Squirrel is no stranger to nut danger, and he's willing to pop any creeps that make a go for his nuts. Fierce mouse join your battle as you upgrade your weapons and nut defenses. Unfortunately, creeps get faster and bad, too. Believe yourself that you will win this defense battle! Let's! Game Features:-
Super Fun Fruit Soldier Defense Game– Get ready to face off with much stronger enemies– Collect as many coins and balls as you can - Time limits - Simple operations with warm clues - Guardian Pets Protect Your Nuts is not currently available on armor games. We use Ruffle to emulate flash content, but it doesn't work for all games at this time. Over time,
we expect more and more flash games to be played again. Thank you so much for all your years of support and satisfaction! In the meantime, please enjoy below a selection of HTML games and Ruffle-emulated flash games that will also rock your socks. Please see our post For more information: Future flash on armor games. We may use cookies to set up
your experience, including analytics and service Learning more to protect your nuts is a popular game in our collection in which you take on the role of a courageous squirrel that won't return to the last enemy either killed or repelled. No one would want all their hard work to be stolen by zombies, and our protagonist squirrel is no exception. Can you help him
through the many challenging stages of this game and show those monsters that this is your home and they are not welcome? The enemy goes to your garden so you have to be ready to jump right into action. U defend your nuts, your goal as a player is what the name offers to protect and protect your nuts from the waves of various undes lived enemies
coming to you. Make no mistake, fluffy fur is this magic protein for weakness, because it is quite capable of using different types of weapons. This game has four weapons, each with different stats. When you first start the game, the only weapon you have is the main bow and arrow. As you kill enemies and pass levels, you can unlock more powerful weapons
like a shotgun, a sniper rifle, and even a rocket launcher! All these weapons require ammunition except for a bow that has an unlimited stockpile of shooters. To play the game, click on the screen with your left mouse button to aim and charge the firepower of your weapon. Release the button to shoot the enemy. You can upgrade your weapons to improve
your power with the money you collect from your fallen enemies. You can also place the wall and mines for additional protection. You have three lives in each level, and if you manage to reach level 20, you will confront the boss and put an end to that threat! Fast-paced action games are one of the best examples of the genre, and here in Kizi, we have a lot of
games like this. Have you tested our amazing Castle Defender game? DeveloperElliot Pace is designed to protect your nuts. FeaturesYable to play in 17 different languages3 different difficulty settings4 different types of weapons use20 challenging stagesManaged with your mouse to play the game. Click on the hold to aim your weapon. You can press 1-4
KEYS to select weapons quickly. Mouse - Shoot1 to 4 - Select Weapon
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